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INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a field of characteristic 0, letVk be a vector space of dimension 
k with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form f and V = V, . The Jordan 
algebra Gk = K + V, of the form f is simple if k > 1. The main purpose of 
this paper is to obtain a description of the relatively free algebras FJ,(‘%B) 
and FJ,(!&) of the varieties of unitary Jordan algebras 2B = var G and 
2& = var Gk. The G&-module structure ofthese algebras is established 
and their Hilbert (or Poincare) series are computed. A formula for the 
codimensions of‘22 is given and the codimensions of%I and 2Bk are 
estimated asymptotically. The varieties 2Bkare described assubvarieties of 
‘93 and !LBk+,. The proofs of these results u e the representation heory of 
the symmetric and general linear groups. The essential results are contained 
in Sections 5-7, while the first four sections give the necessary 
preliminaries. S ction 8 lists some open problems on varieties of Jordan 
algebras, motivated by results and problems from the associative th ory. 
1. JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
We fix some notation. The base field K is of characteristic 0. We shall see 
that it suffices to assume K algebraically c osed. All associative andJordan 
algebras re unitary and over K. The vector spaces and tensor products are 
over K, too. For an associative algebra R we introduce the new mul- 
tiplication r, 0 r2 = f(r, r2 + rzrl) and R turns into a Jordan algebra R(+). 
The subalgebras of R( + ) are called special Jordan algebras. 
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Let Vk be a vector space of dimension k with a nondegenerate symmetric 
bilinear form f(u, v) = (u, u ). We denote 
Gk=G(Vk,f)=K+ Vk 
the Jordan algebra of the formJ: The multiplication in G, is defined by 
The algebras G, are simple for k > 1 and form one of the families oflinite- 
dimensional simple Jordan algebras. Moreover Gk is special nd is embed- 
ded in the Clifford algebra C, = C( V,,f). If U, ,..., uk is a basis of V,, then 
C, has a basis ui, ... ujt, 1d i, < . . . < i, <k, and the multiplication of Ckis 
determined by ui 0 uj = ( ui, uj). When we consider an infinite-dimensional 
vector space V, we omit the subscript k in G, and Ck and write G and C. 
All products are left normed: rl 0 r2 0 r3 = (ri 0r2) 0r3. Moreover, 
Cr 1,r21=r,(adr,)=r,r,-r,r,, Cy,,r2,r31= Cr,, rJ(adrd For a 
background of the theory of Jordan algebras see [lo, 191. 
2. POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
We use notations similar tothose of [2,4, 51. Let A, = K(x, ,..., x,) be 
the free associative algebra of rank m and let SJ, be the special Jordan 
algebra, generated as a subalgebra ofA!,+ )by x1 ,..., x,.The omission of 
the subscript m means that we consider A = K(X) = K(x,, x2,...). Denote 
P, the set of all multilinear (inx1 ,..., x,)elements in A,,, and B, the linear 
subspace of the proper (or commutator) polynomials inA,,,, B is spanned 
by the commutator products [xi, ,... ] . [ . . . . xi,]. Let r,, = B, n P, be 
the space of multilinear commutator polynomials, PJ, = P, n SJ,,, 
BJ,=B,nSJ,,,, rJ,,=r,,nSJ,. 
The polynomial h(x, ..., x,)E A, is a weak identity for the pair (C,, Gk), 
if h(g i ,..., g,)= 0 in C, for arbitrary g, ,..., g, EGk. We denote T,,,(G,) the 
ideal of A, consisting of all weak identities for(C,, Gk). Hence TJ,(G,) =
T,(G,) n SJ,,, isthe T-ideal ofthe ordinary polynomial identities of Gk. Let 
?.IJJk = var Gk, YB = var G be the varieties of Jordan algebras generated by
Gk and G, respectively. The pair 
is called a relatively free pair, corresponding to T,(Gk) and FJ,(2Bk) is the 
relatively free algebra of rank m in ‘!JBk. Theimages of P,, PJ,, r,,, etc., 
under the canonical homomorphism A,, --t F,@Bk) are denoted, respec- 
tively, b  p,#%), f’J,WU r,P,), etc. 
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For a graded vector space S we denote S”‘) the homogeneous component 
of degree n, S = C SC”) and relate o S its Hilbert (or Poincare) series 
H(S, t) = c dim SC”‘. t”. 
In particular, H,(2B,, t) = H(FJ,(!D3),), t). Moreover the algebra A, is 
graded in a more detailed way, counting the degree in every x, ,..., x,.The 
corresponding Hilbert series are 
The sequences ofmultilinear codimensions and proper codimensions are 
defined, respectively, by 
c,(!&) = dim PJ,(!JB\,) and yn(mk) = dim TJ,(!JBD,), n = 1,2 ,.... 
Let K* be an extension fthe base field K and let R be an algebra over 
K. Standard arguments [17] show that the K-algebra R and the 
K*-algebra R*= K* 0 R have the same polynomial identities, .e., T(R*) =
K* @ T(R) and K* @ F(var R) z F(var R*). Therefore, we assume that K is 
an algebraically c osed field. 
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF Sym(n) AND GL, 
We denote Sym(n) the symmetric group acting on the set of symbols 
{l,..., n} and GL, the general linear group with a canonical ction on the 
m-dimensional vector spaces. The representations of Sym(n) and the 
polynomial representations of GL, are described bypartitions a dYoung 
diagrams [11, 183. We follow the exposition f[l, 2, 5, 71, as well. 
Let I= (A,,..., A,) be a partition fn, i.e., I >-*.>A,30, I,+...+ 
I,=n, and let [A] be the corresponding Young diagram. We denote, 
respectively, M(A)and N,(I) the irreducible Sym(n)- and GL,-modules 
related to 1. The space P, of the multilinear polynomials and the space 
A:) of the homogeneous elements are respectively left Sym(n)- and 
GL,-modules and the action of Sym(n) and GL, is defined by 
o(xij .“xj,)=x,(i,)‘..X,(j~), bESym(n),~~;..x~“~P,, 
dxi, ~~-~~,)=g(x,,)~~~g(x,), gEGL ,xi,-.xi@~). 
If H is a Jordan algebra, R its associative enveloping algebra and Tc A 
is the ideal of weak identities for(R, H), then Tn P, and Tn A$') are, 
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respectively, Sym(n)- and GL,-modules, and Tn PJ, and Tn SJ$) are 
their submodules. Hence, the action of Sym(n) and GL, is inherited by the 
algebras A/T and FJ(var H). It is known that Tn P, and Tn AZ) have the 
same module structures and if T n P, = C aAM( then Tn A:) = 
C a,N,,,(I). The same holds for Tn PJ, and Tn SJE). 
Factor-modules andsubmodules of the GL,-module A, are graded vec- 
tor spaces and their Hilbert series determine them up to isomorphism. In
particular, if Sj,(t, ,..., t,)is the Schur function corresponding to 1 and 
H(Tn A,, tl,..., t,,,) = c ~ASj,(~,,..., r,), 
then Tn A,=C a,N,(n). 
We define a right action of Sym(n) on A:) by 
txi, “.xi,)P~‘=xi,,,,“‘xi,~,,, P E Sym(n). 
Then the submodule N,(A, ,..., A,)of At) is generated bya nonzero element 
ri S,,(x, >...7 x,)1 up P? (1) 
i=l 
where uzp EK, p runs over Sym(n), 
S,(x, ...> xp)= C (sign 0) x,(~). . x,(~) 
is the standard polynomial and r,,..., rk are the lengths of the columns of 
the diagram [A]. We call the element (1) a standard generator fN,(I). 
The Littlewood-Richardson ruleshows how to decompose the tensor 
product N,(1) 0 N,(p) into a sum of irreducible modules. In particular, it 
follows from this rule that 
where si > 0, C si = s, s2 < I, - ;1, ,..., s, d I,-, - il,, s,, r d 2,. 
We consider the symmetrized tensor powers of N,(I) 
Nm(/lpsk = N,(A) 6 .‘. 6 N,(R), 
where we identify the tensors v1 0 ...O vk and ~~(~~0 ... 0 v,(~), 
e E Sym(k), vi E N,(1). A result of Thrall [16, Theorem 3, p. 3783, shows 
that 
N,(2)@‘“k = 1 N,W, ,..-, %A (3) 
where A, + .** + 1, = k. As the referee has noted, this follows from [ 12, 
Exercise 5,p. 451, as well. 
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4. COMMUTATOR IDENTITIES 
Let H be a special Jordan algebra, let II = var H be the variety generated 
by H and let T(U) be the T-ideal ofSJ consisting of the polynomial iden- 
tities for H. It is known that T(U) is generated asa T-ideal byits elements 
from T(U)n fJ,, n> 3. Moreover [4,6], if BJ,(U) has a basis g,, g, ,..., 
then the elements of FJ,(U) are expressed uniquely as linear combinations 
of 
g,(x, ,..., x,)oxi,~~~-~xjn, l<i,<..*Qi,Qm, i=l,Z ,.... (4) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. (i) The equalities of Hilbert series hold 
H(U, t ,,..., t,)= fi (1 -ti)-l H(BJ,(U), t ,,..., t,), 
I=1 
H,(U, t) = (I- t)-” H(BJ,(U), t). 
(ii) The following GL,-module isomorphism is valid 
FJ,(U) E BJ,(U) @ K[x, )...) x,], (5) 
where K[x,,..., x,,,] is the algebra of polynomials in commuting variables. 
Proof: The following equalities follow from (4), 
fWJm(W, t , ,..., t,) = H(f?J,(U), t, ,..., t,) 1 t”;’ . .. tz 
=,fj (1 -ti)-‘H(~J,,,W), tl,..., t,), 
H,(U, t)= H(FJ,(U), t ,..., t) 
= (1 -t)-” H(BJ,,,(U), t)
and this proves (i). The same Hilbert series has the tensor product in 
(5). Therefore we obtain (ii), because the Hilbert series determine the 
GL,-modules. 
COROLLARY 4.2. (i) c,(U) =C:=O (:) y,(U). 
(ii) F(U, t)=Cn>o(c,(U)/n!) t”=exp t~~s,o(y,(U)/s!) P.
(iii) Let FJ,W) = C k(p, ,..., P,) N,(P,,..., PA
BJ,W) = C k,(q, ,..., qm) N,fq, ,..., q ,J Then WP, ,..., P,) = X k,(q,,..., q, A 
where the summation is over all partitions (ql ,..., qm) such that p1 3 q, >pz > 
q*3.-*>,pm>qm. 
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Proof: The assertions f (i), (ii), and (iii) are proved using (2), (3), (4) 
and K[x 1 ,..., x,]E C, >,, N,(n) and repeating arguments from 
Corollaries 2.5and 2.7 [2]. We shall establish (ii) only: 
COROLLARY 4.3. For every positive integer the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(i) For every m, FJ,(U) = C k(l) N,(I), I = (AI,..., A,+1). 
(ii) For every m, BJ,,G) = C k,(p) N,(P), P = h,..., CL,). 
(iii) The variety U satisfies the Capelli dentities in r + 2 skew-sym- 
metric variables. (A polynomial gE PJ, is a Capelli dentity when g vanishes 
if we substitute xi = xi, for a pair (i, j), 1 < i <j < r + 2.) 
(iv) Every polynomial from FJ,, in r + 1 skew-symmetric variables 
vanishes in U. 
Proof It follows from Corollary 4.2 that (i) and (ii) are equivalent, (i)
and (iii) are equivalent invirtue of [13]. Moreover, by [2] and [S], the 
Sym(n)-module FJ,(U) and the G&-module BJ$‘(U) have the same struc- 
ture. Hence the equivalence of(ii) and (iv) follows from [ 131. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let lim,,,(r,(U))‘/” = r > 1. Then lim,,,(c,(U))“” 
=r+l. 
Proof Let O<E< 1 and for n>p=p(E) 
(r-E)” < yn = y,(U) < (r + E)“. 
By Corollary 4.2, 
+i n 
0 s=o s 
(r + E)~ <h,(n) + (r + 1 + E)“, 
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where h,(t) is a polynomial of degree p. Similarly, there xists k,(t) E K[t] 
such that 
k,(n) + (r + 1 - E)” < c, < h,(n) + (Y f 1 + E)“, 
Therefore, for n large nough 
r+ 1 -E<(c,)l’n<r+ 1+s 
and lim,,, (Cyn = r + 1. 
5. IDENTITIES FOR G 
We use the Zariski topology [9, pp. 36-37-j. Let u, ,..., uk be a basis of a 
linear space W, let 
K[y] = K[y,( i= l,..., k,j= l,..., m] 
be the polynomial gebra over K and let S be a subset of K[y]. The set of 
all m-tuples of vectors 
such that g(rU) = 0 for every g(yO) ES, is a closed set in the Zariski 
topology. Any nonempty open subset is dense in this topology. Hence a 
polynomial function which vanishes on an open subset vanishes 
everywhere. 
Let h(x, ..., x,)E B,. The space B, is spanned by products of com- 
mutators and the field K is in the centre of the Clifford algebra Ck. 
Therefore h(xr,..., x,) = 0 is a weak identity for Gk if and only if 
h(v 1 ,‘.., vm)= 0 for arbitrary ui E vk. In particular, if Y c V;: is a nonempty 
open subset, hen h(x,,..., x,)= 0 is an identity for Gk if h(oI,..., v,)= 0 for 
every (v, ..., u,)E Y. 
PROWSITION 5.1. Let W be a vector space of dimension s with a sym- 
metric bilinear form f (u, v) of rank r and let the subset Y of w” consist of all 
(0 , ,..., v,) such that: 
0) v, ,..., v, are linearly independent. 
(ii) For every (Us,..., v,)E Y there exists an s x s upper triangular 
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matrix U = (aii), aii= 0 for i > j, aii = 1, such that the vectors wl,..., w, 
defined by
vi= i aiiwi, j = l,..., s, 
i=l 
satisfy the relations f (wj, wj) # 0, j = l,..., r; f(wj, w,)=O, i#j. Then Y is a 
dense subset of w”. 
Proof We fix abasis U, ,..., u, of Wand assume that he vectors vihave 
indeterminate coordinates, vi = Cf=, yiiui. The linear independence gives 
that the determinant ofthe coordinates does not equal 0: det( yV) # 0. Let 
v, = WI 
v,=w,+a,2w, 
v,=w,+a,,w,+...+a,_,,w,_, 
and f ( wi, wj) = 0, i #j. By induction i we prove that aii are rational 
functions iny,,, p, q = L..., 8 a,i=Pii(~py) Y,T’(Y,,), Pii, Y~EKCYI. Then 
f (w,9 w.j) = cPj(Ypq) Il/,“(Yp,), cPj7 IcljE GYl. 
Now, let vi ,..., v, be arbitrary vectors from W and let v= C;=, tijui besuch 
that det(tii) #O. In order to find the vectors wi,..., w, with the desired 
property, itsuffices to assume that no one of the polynomials yii, vi, tij 
vanishes for tPy, i.e., 
de+&,) n (YJ~,,) cPj(tpy) $j(tpq)) f0. 
This inequality defines anopen subset 2 of IV and ZC Y. Bearing in mind 
that the rank of the form f (u, u) equals r, we are able to find linearly 
independent vectors u1 ,..., V,E W such that f(vj, Vj)=l, f(vi, vj)=O, i#j. 
Therefore, Z is a nonempty subset of IV and Y is dense in W. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
It turns out that the identities forG have many properties similar to 
those of the identities for2x 2 matrices and we follow the exposition from 
Section 4 of [S]. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let e, ,..., e,cV, (e,, ej)=O, i#j, (e,, ei) = 1, i= l,..., r, 
(e,, ei) = 0, i= r + l,..., s and let g(x, ..., x,)E A be a homogeneous 
polynomial ofdegree di in xi. Then: 
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(i) Zf dj > 1 for an i > r, then g(e, ..., e,) = 0 in the Clifford algebra 
c = C( K f). 
(ii) Zfd;-6, (mod2), bi=O, 1, i=l,..., s, anddiG for i>r, then 
ProoJ: Using the relations e,e,= -eje, for i#j we obtain for any 
monomial e, . . eb that 
Since : = 1, i = l,..., r, e:= 0, i = r + l,..., S, we establish the desired asser- 
tion. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let A = (A, ,..., A,) be partition, A, # 0, s d m, and let 
g,(x, ?...Y x,1, g,(x, 1..., x,) E B, be standard generators of isomorphic sub- 
modules N,(d) of B,. There exist y,, yz E K such that (y,, yz) # (0,O) and 
Ax, ,-.., x,)= y,g,(x, ,.--, 4 + Y2g,(x-l,.-, x,) = 0 
is a weak identity for G. 
Proof In order to verify that g(x , ,..., x,)= 0 is a weak identity for G, it 
suffices to replace the variables by elements of V. Let u, ,..., u, E V and let W 
be spanned by ui ,..., u,.The polynomials g,(x, ..., x,)are in the form (1) 
and gp are linear combinations ofskew-symmetric sums 
C (sign a)... x,(1)..’ x,12).., x0(,)“. . 
Therefore g,(u, ..., u,)= 0 if dim W< s. We assume that dim W= s. By 
Proposition 5.1, it suffices to consider g,(u, ,,.., u,), p = 1,2, where o1 ,..., u, 
satisfy the assertion fProposition 5.1 and w, = [,e, ..., w, = tSeS, where 
(e,, ej) =O, i#j, (ei, ei) = 1, i= l,..., I, (ei, ei) =O, i=r+ l,..., s. It 
follows from (I), that every variable xifrom g,(x, ..., x,)partitipates in a 
skew-symmetric combination with xi,..., xi-i, Hence, we obtain from (1) 
and Lemma 5.2 that 
gp(~,,...,~,)=gp(w,,w2+~12w1,...,wJ.+~lswI+~~~+~,~1~w~-~) 
= gp(wl ,..., w,)= ttl .. .5?g,(e, ,..., e,)
= (:I.. . t$fi,Eefl.. . efs, 
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where /?,, depends on g, but does not depend on e,,..., e, Ai E 6i (mod 2), 
di = 0, 1, i= l,..., s, and 
0 
E= 
if li>l foran i=r+l,...,s, 
1 if Ai < 1 for every i = r + l,..., s  
Hence, if fil # 0 or p2 # 0, then 
Ax, ,..., x,)= P*g,(x, ,..., x,)- B&,(Xl,..., x,) = 0 
is the desired identity. In the trivial case b1 = b2 = 0 both g,(x, ..., x,)= 0, 
p = 1, 2, are weak identities forG. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let e ,,..., e,EV and (ei,ei)=l, (e,,e,)=O, i#j. The 
following polynomials g,(x, ..., x,) belong to BJ, : 
g, =c (sign oNsign ~)Cx,,,,(ad x~)*~, 
cx s(l), x o(2J...r L-x,,,- l)? xo(s,l1 
for p=(2p+2, 2’-‘, l),s>2 and g&e ,,..., e,)=cr,e,; 
gp =I (sign a)(skn ~)Cxotl,(ad x,)*~, [Ix,(~)~ xoc2,1~...~ 
CX,(s- 1)1 X,(.Y,l, CXT(S)~ x1 11 
for p=(2p-t-3,2”-‘),s>2 and g,(e,,...,e,)=cl,e,; 
g, = 1 (sign o)(skn T)Cxotl,(ad x,)*~, Cx,(,,, x ~~J,..., 
CX,(,-2), X,(,-1)11 o CC&(,-I), &(,)I, X (,)1 
fir p=(2p+2,2’-l),s>2 and g,(e ,,..., e,)=a,; 
~,=C~I,-d(adx,)2P+1 
for p=(2p+2, 1) and g,(e,,e,)=a,e,; 
gh= CCxl~d(adx,)2P+‘~ ~xi,x211 
for p = (2p + 3,2) and g,(e,, e2) = ape1 ; 
g,= Lx,, x,l(ad x,)~~o Lx,, x21 
for p = (2p + 2,2) and g,(e,, e2) = a,. 
Everywhere in the lemma a, E K and a, # 0. 
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ProoJ We use the identity 
Therefore [x ,,..., xZc+ i] = [[x ,,..., xZcP i], XZC? x,,.+,]EBJ and 
g,(x, t..., x,)E BJ,,, in the case p # (2~ + 2, 2). Assume that p = (2~ + 2,2). 
The algebra A, has an involution * defined by 
(Xi, ’ .. Xi”) * = xin .. . x;, .
A direct verification shows that the polynomial g,(x,, x2) is symmetric 
with respect tothe involution*. By Cohn’s theorem [lo, pp. S-91, the sym- 
metric elements of A, belong to SJz, i.e., g (x,, xq) E BJ,. 
Let e, ,..., e,EV be such that (e;, e,) = 1, (ei, e,) =O, i#j. It follows 
from the equality [e, e,, e,] = 0 that [ei, ej, ek] # 0 only for k = i or k = j 
(and i #j). Moreover, if p> 0, then 
e,(ad e,)“‘= 
22pe. 
’ 
for i# 1, 
o 
for i= 1. 
(i) Let p = (2~ + 2,2’-‘, l), s> 2. The only non-zero summands of 
g,(e, ,..., es), 
are obtained for rr( 1) # 1 (if p> 0), a( 1) = t( l), o(2) = r(2),..., a(s - 1) = 
r(s - l), g(s) = S. The direct computation shows that 
gp(el,..., e,) = 22(p+s-1)(s- 2)! e, if p > 0, 
and 
g,(e 1,..., e,)= 22(“-‘)(s - l)! e, if p =O. 
(ii) Let ~=(2p+3,2”-‘), s>2. The nonzero summands of 
g,(e, ,..., e,)are 
Ce,(,,(ad e1)2P, Cer(l)9 e,~&., Cc+ 1), e,~,J, Cercsj, e,ll, 
o(l)#l (ifp>O), cr(l)=r(l),..., a(s - 1) = r(s - l), and hence a(s) = r(s). 
Additionally, r(s) # 1. Therefore, 
g,(e, .-., e,)= 
(s - 2)(s - l)! 22(p+“)e, if p > 0, 
s(s-2)(s-2)! 22”e, if p= 0. 
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(iii) Let p = (2~ + 2, 2’-‘), s > 2. Then 
and CCe,,,- 1)y eo(s)l, ercsJ # 0 only for 0( 1) # 1 (if p> 0), 0( 1) = r( 1 ),..., 
O(S - 2) = z(s - 2), a(s) = z(s), i.e., a(s - 1) = r(s - J ), too. Then 
g,(e, ..., es)= 
1 
pJ+s--)(s- l)(s- l)! if p >O, 
22(s- l)s, if p=O. 
(iv) Let ~=(2p+2, 1). Then g,(e,,e,)= -22P+2e2. 
(v) J,et P= (2~ + 3,2). Then g,(e,, e2) = 22pf4e,. 
(vi) Let ~=(2p+2, 2). Then g,(e,,e,)= -22p+2. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let G be the Jordan algebra of an infinite-dimensional 
vector space V with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form f and let 
2D = var G. Then 
BJ,,@B)= n~O ,,, “)@(K+N,(I))]/~, Xdn), (6) c N (2)@ 
BJ,,,W) = K+ 1 N&, ,..., &A (7) 
where the summation runs over all partitions 13= (A, ,...,A,) such that A, > 0 
and at most one of the integers liis odd. 
Proof The equalities (6)and (7) are equivalent in virtue of (2) and (3). 
We shall prove (7). Let 
Assume that a, > 1 and let g,(x, ..., x,) and g,(x ,,..., x,) be standard 
generators oftwo isomorphic modules N,(A) c BJ,#B). By Lemma 5.3, 
there xist y,, y2 E K such that 
YI g,(x, T..., x,)+ Y2 g,b, ,...? x,) = 0 
is an identity for 2X Therefore the isomorphic modules N,(A) are “glued 
together” and a, < 1. Now, let at least wo of the integers A,,..., ,I ,, be odd 
and let g(x,,..., x,) be a standard generator fN,,,(1). It follows from the 
proof of Lemma 5.3 that g(x, ..., x,)= 0 is an identity for G if and only if 
g(e, ..., e,)= 0, where e, ,..., e,EVand (e,, e,) =O, i#j, (e,, e,)= 1. Then 
de 1 >..., e,)= /leTl. . . e$, where Ii= 6, (mod 2), di=O, 1 
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If g(x, ..., x, ,) = 0 is not an identity for G, then ,!I # 0 and g(e, ..., e,)= 
Pi, . ’ . ei,, where 1 6 i, < ... < i,s ,<m and s equals the number of the odd 
i.;s. Consequently, ifs> 1, then g(e ,,..., e, ) E C and g(e, ..., e,)4 G, i.e., 
dx, >..., x, ) $BJ,,(‘%B). We have obtained that BJ,$B) c C N,(A), where 
for every /z = (;i, ,..., E ) at most one li is odd. 
The module N,Jn), n> 0, is generated by x1 $ B,, hence N,Jn) is not 
contained inBJ,,(!IB). In order to prove the theorem, we have to construct 
a nonzero standard generator fN,(A) c BJ,,#!B) for every 1= (A,,..., i.,) 
with ,& > 0 and such that all J.;s (but maybe one of them) are even. Let the 
columns of the diagram [A] be of lengths respectively 
.YI, sz,.-> S2r- I, S2,, ,..., 1 1, s,> 1. 
The elements g,(x, ..., x,~) from Lemma 5.4 are standard generators ofthe 
modules N,(p)c BJ,(‘Dl). Now, let [cc,],..., [pr]be Young diagrams, 
where the columns of [p,],..., [p - ,] are of lengths respectively s,, s,;...; 
S2r-3, SZr-2, and let he lengths of the columns of [pL,] be sZr- t, sZr, l,..., 1  
Then the element P 
gj.(-xI>...> X.5,) =g,,,(X, )...) X,,)O .” “g,,(X, ,..., XT,) 
is a standard generator of N,(1). By Lemma 5.4, all gP,(e,,..., e,) (but 
maybe one of them) belong to K and 
gj.(ek 5-3 e,y,)=g,,(el ,..., e,,)o...og,,(e,,...,e,)fO. 
Additionally, g,(X I,..., x, ) EBJ, and hence g,(x, ..., x,~,) is a nonzero 
polynomial of BJ,(‘D). This completes the proof. 
Remark 5.6. Using (2) we can obtain from the isomorphism FJ,,#‘B) z 
BJ,(TB) @ K[x, ,..., x,]and Theorem 5.5 the decomposition of FJ,,#B) into 
a sum of irreducible G&-modules and hence the decomposition of PJ,(!lB) 
into a sum of irreducible Sym(n)-modules. Forexample, bearing in mind 
that 
BJ’“‘(%D) = K 2 BJ”‘(2l3) = BJ’2’(213) = 0 
BJ&B) = N,(2, 1 ), 
m m > 
BJ;‘(2ll) = ZV’,,,(~~), 
BJc’(‘113) = N,(4,1) + N,(3,2) + N,(2*, l), 
BJ:‘(!lD) = N,(4,2) + N,(23), 
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we compute 
FJ$“(ZB) = K, FJg”(m) = N,(l), FJ;)(!nJ) = N,(2), 
FJ:)(%B)=N,(3)0K+KON,(2, l)=N,(3)+N,(2, l), 
F~~)(~)=N,(4)0K+N,(1)0N,(2, 1)+K@N,(22) 
= N,(4) + N,(3, 1) + 2N,(22) + N,(2,12). 
Similarly we establish that 
FJ$‘(BJ) = N,(5) + 2N,(4, 1) + 3N,(3,2) + N,(3, l*) + 3N,(22, l), 
FJ:‘W) = N,(6) + 2N,(5, 1) + 5N,(4,2) + 2iV,(4, 1’) + N,(32) 
+ 4N,(3,2, 1) + 3N,(23) + N,(2*, l*). 
A general formula for PJ,(LIB) inthe spirit of Theorem 3.1 [2] can be 
obtained as well. 
COROLLARY 5.7. The lattice ofsubvarieties A(%!) of the variety ‘?IB is dis- 
tributive. 
ProoJ: Any subvariety U of ZB is determined by its polynomial iden- 
tities from BJ,(‘!XJ). The distributivity of the lattice ofsubvarieties of (m is 
equivalent to the distributivity of the lattice of GL,-submodules of 
BJJIB)). Therefore, n(YI3) is distributive if and only if BJ,,#B) is a sum of 
nonisomorphic rreducible submodules. Hence the assertion follows from 
Theorem 5.5. 
6. HILBERT SERIES AND CODIMENSIONS 
The description of the module structure ofFJ,,(2B) which we have 
obtained in Section 5 allows us to calculate he Hilbert series of P’J,(%B) 
and the codimensions of!IB. 
THEOREM 6.1. The Hilbert series of the relatively free algebras FJ,(‘LI)), 
m = 1, 2,..., are expressed by the equations 
6) H(% t I)..., t,)=n~,(l-ti)-‘[(l+tl+...+t,) 
xnj,i(l-titi)-l+l-n~,(l-tj)-‘]; 
(ii) H,(~,t)=(1-t)~“[(1+mt)(l-t2)~“‘“t1”2+1-(l-t)~”]. 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 5.5 that 
(K+N,(l))@ 1 ~,(2)@‘” 
flb0 
481/108/l-6 
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Therefore 
= (1 + S(,)(t, ,..., t,)) 
x H 
( 
c N,(2)@1”, t, ..., t, + 1 - c S,,,(t, ,...) t, . 
tI>O ) n>O 
The homogeneous component of degree 2 of the polynomial algebra 
KCx, ,..., x,] is isomorphic tothe G&-module N,(2). It has a basis con- 
sisting ofthe elements xixj, i<j. Hence 
H 
( 
2 N,(2)@‘“, f I,..., t, 
> 
=H(K[x,xjl 1<i<j<ml, tl,..., t,) 
II z0 
= n (1 -t;ti)y. 
i</ 
Since S(l)(tl,...,fm)=fl+...+tm, 
H(YB, tl ). ..) t,) = fi (1 - t;)-’ H(BJ,(BJ), t)...) t,
i=l 
we obtain the expression for H(‘IU, t ,..., fm). The equation for the series 
H,(ZB, t) follows immediately, because 
H,(%B, t) = H(2l3, f )...) t).
m 
THEOREM 6.2. Let g(t) = exp( t2 - 1)/2. Then 
(i) CnaO (c,(%B)/n!) t”=(1 + t) exp(t + t2/2)+exp t-exp2t; 
(ii) c,(ZB)=g’“+“(l)+ l-2”. 
Proof: (i) The next equalities follow from Theorem 5.5, 
H(BJ(2p+‘)(m3), fl,..., t,)= m 
( > 
-f t; ((tj, tj,)“. (ti,t,,))-S(Zp+I)(t,,..., L), 
i= I 
where p > 0, the pairs (i, j), 1 < i <j d m, are ordered in an arbitrary way 
and (i, j,) ,< . . . < (i,, jP). The coefficient of the multilinear component of 
H(BJ~)(!BJ), I~ ..., rm) equals y,(%B) = dim TJ#B). Hence we obtain 
r2,(‘m)=~- 1, Y2p+Imv=(2;p~‘1)!- 1, 
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=I+ I- -- 1 UP)! 1 pp 
( ) pa 1 VP)! ZPP! 
+c 
1 
( 
(2p+ l)! 
p3, m+ I)! 2Pp! 
-1 pP+’ 
> 
=l+(l+t) I-- t2P c’” 
P>O ZPP! n>n n! 
= 1 + (1 + t) exp( t”/2) - exp t. 
Consequently, the equality 
c”m t,=C ., - t” = exp t. 7(2X3,, t) 
from Corollary 4.2 gives the expression for c”(ZB, t). 
(ii) Let Z(t) = Z(‘%J, t). Clearly, c (2IB) = c”(“)(O). But 
c”(t)=(1+t)exp(t+t2/2)+expt-exp2t, 
c,,((ZU)=-$((l+t)exp(t+t2/2))/,_o+1-2n. 
Let h(t)=(l +t)exp(t+t2/2)=(d/dt)exp(t+t2/2)=(d/dt)exp((t+ l)‘- 
1)/2. Substituting t = u- 1 we obtain 
d u2- 1 
h(u- l)=-exp-, 
du 2 
g@+“(l)=-$((l +t) exp(t+t2/2))l,=0 
and this gives the formula for c,,(‘%I). 
COROLLARY 6.3. ~~(‘113) = 0((m)““), where c = exp(7c - 1). 
Proof. Let h(t) = exp(t + t2/2). By Theorem 6.2, 
C”(2J.3) = h (n+‘)(O)+ l-2”. 
We use the formula exp(2zt - t*) = CnaO (H,(z)/n!) t”,where H,(z) =
(- 1)” exp(z2)(d”/dz”) exp( -z’) 
for t = iu/& 
are the Hermite polynomials. We obtain 
exp(u*/2 + i& zu) = C i”2-““H,(z) 5, 
II30 
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i.e., h@‘(O) = i”2-“‘*H,( -i/4). By the Hille formula [15, p. 231, when z is 
not real, then 
H,(z) = Ji exp(z2/2)(2n/e)“12 cos(( n + 1)‘12 z - n42)( 1 + h,,(z)), 
where the functions h,(z), n = 1,2 ,..., areholomorphic nthe domain C - R 
and h,(z)= O(U”~) uniformly on every compact subset of this domain. 
Therefore 
h(~+~)(o)=in+~2~~/*e~1/4((2n+2)/e)(~+l)l* 
xcos(i((2n+3)/2)“2+(n+1)rr/2)(1 +A,+,(-@)) 
212 ‘>I+ Ie-l/4& + lye)‘“+ IV2 
x cos((n + 1) 742 + i((2n + 3)/2)“*) 
= i” +le -1’4&((n + 1)/e)‘“+ lv2 
x(sexp((n+l)rt/2)+Eexp(-(n+l)n/2)), 
where E = cos((2n + 3)/2)“’ + i sin((2n + 3)/2)“*, i.e., h(‘zf “(0) = 
Co((exp nn/2)(n/e)“j2) = O((cn)“‘*), where c = exp(n - 1). 
In this way we establish that 
O(c,(2B)) = o(h(“+ “(0) + 1 - 2”) = 0((cn)““). 
7. CONSEQUENCES FOR G, 
Let k > 1 be a fixed integer and let G, be the Jordan algebra of a non- 
degenerate symmetric bilinear form f in a k-dimensional vector space I’,, 
‘Dk=varG,, 2B=2B,. The following proposition determines completely 
the structure ofFJ,(‘Dk). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let BJ,,@B) =C aiN,,,(A Then BJ,,,(!l&) = C a,N,&), 
where p = (p, ..., pk). Therefore BJ,,,(%BD,) is a sum of all irreducible 
GL,-submodules N,(I) of BJ,$D) such that he diagram [A] has at most k 
rows. 
Proo$ Clearly 2& c 2B and BJ,(mk) is a factor-module of BJ,#B). 
Let g;,(x,,..., x,) be a standard generator of the submodule N,(A) of 
BJ,(2B), A= (A,,..., A,). In the proof of Theorem 5.5 we verified that 
g,(e, ,..., e,)#O, where (ei, e,) = 1, (e,, e,) =O, i#j. Consequently, if
r d k, then the elements e, ,..., e, can be chosen in Vk and g,(x, ..., x,)does 
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not vanish for 2Bk. Let A = (Al,..., A,), I, #O and r > k. The polynomial 
g,(x, >...7 x,)is a linear combination fskew-symmetric sums 
C (sign 0)s.. x,(I)**. x,(~) 9.. x0(,)..’ 
and dim V, < r. Hence g,(O 1,..., u,)= 0 for arbitrary u1,..., u, E Vk and 
gj.txl >...v x,)vanishes when we replace x1 ,..., x, with elements of Vk. 
Therefore g,(x, ..., x,)= 0 is an identity for 2?Jk. 
COROLLARY 7.2. H(YB,, r,,..., rk)= H(ZB, t,,..., rk). 
The proof ollows immediately from Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 4.1. 
COROLLARY 7.3. lim,,, (c,(ZBa,))‘/“= k + 1.
Proof: By Corollary 4.4, it suffices to how that lim,,, (y,(?@a,))l’n= k. 
Following [143, we define S,(n) = C dim M(A), where the summation runs 
over all partitions A = (A, ..., &) of n, U,,Jpn) = x dim M(pA), where 
pl= (plz, ,...,pA,) are partitions of pn. Regev Cl43 (Theorem 3.3 and 
(F.4.5.1)) proved that asymptotically 
ql,k(P4 = WPY- l Sk(Pn), 
S,(n) z (k’+ ‘v4; r(i)-” fi, r( 1 +;j)) n-k’k-1)/4 k”,
where Z(t) is the gamma function. Bearing in mind that 
fJ,,(mk) = 1 M(2A1 ,..., 2dk)/M(2n), 
where A = (21 ,..., 2&) is a partition of 2n, n > 0, and 
rJZn+ l(mk) =I M(ZA,,..., 2Aj-l ,..., 2Ak)/M(2n + l), 
j,i 
where A= (21, ..., 2Aj+ l,..., 2&) is a partition of 2n + 1, we establish 
yZn(mk)= U2,k(2n)-1 <Y2n+1(~k)< @n+ l) U2,k(2n)-1. 
Hence lim,,, (yn(!&))l’n =lim,,, (Sk(n))“” = k, which Completes the 
proof of the corollary. 
Il’tyakov [8] showed that the polynomial identities of every subvariety 
of %lJk are consequences ofa finite collection of them. We give an indepen- 
dent proof or a part of his result. 
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COROLLARY 7.4. The subvarieties (ofunitary algebras) of ‘!Bmk satisfy the 
descending chain condition. 
Proof: We follow the proof of Corollary 4.8 [S]. Let 
g, 3 g2Y.r (8) 
be an infinite sequence of nonzero multilinear polynomials from FJ(!IB,) 
which are independent modulo the identities of !IBmk, deg gi = ni. Without 
loss of generality we assume that gj generates an irreducible Sym(nj)- 
submodule 
Every gi is equivalent to a standard generator gJxi,..., xk) of the 
G&-module Ark(&) c BJ,(!&). We denote h, = h(p, ,..., pk; x1 ,..., xk) = 
&,(x1 1..., Xk), where A=(pi+“‘+pk, &+“‘+Pk ,..., Pk)and g,(X, ,..., xk)
is a standard generator fNk(lZ) c BJk(mk). Considering an infinite sub- 
sequence of (8) we can assume that p1,<p2,<...; p,2<pzz6~~~; “‘; 
plk~p2k~...,p113p21=...;p1Z-p22--..; .“;plk~p2k~..’ (mod2). 
We shall prove the descending chain condition ifwe obtain acontradiction 
with the infinity of (8). It suffices to establish that he polynomials h(p,,..., 
pr + 2 ,..., pk;xi ,..., xk), r= l,..., k, are consequences ofh(p, ,..., pk; x1 ,..., xk). 
Let q,(x, ..., x,), r> 1, be the polynomial gP(xl,..., x,) constructed in
Lemma 5.4 for p= (2’). Then ql(el ,..., e,) = ~1, EK, a, # 0, for ei ,..., ek E vk, 
(e,, ei) = 1, (e,, ei) =O, i#j. Additionally, h(p ,..., pk; e, ,..., ek) eqUdS ci 
or ae,. Hence h( p1 ,..., pk; x ,,..., xk)oqr(xI ,..., x,)is a standard generator f
the module N,(v)c BJ#Bk), where v= (1, i-2 ,..., &-t2, &+ i ,..., &). By 
virtue of Lemma 5.3 this polynomial isproportional to h(p, ,..., pI + 2,..., pk;
x1 ,..., xk). Now we shall consider the case r = 1. In h(p, ,..., pk ; 
x, )...) x, + u, )..., x,), we consider the linear component in u, (which is a 
consequence of h,), add these components for s = l,..., k, and obtain a
polynomial h(xl,..., xk u ,,..., uk). Using that [xi, x2, x3] EBJ~, we 
establish as in [5] that 
fi= h(x, ,..., xk, Lx,, xl~ X,l~-v cxk, xI, x,l) 
does not vanish in BJk(2Bk) and i; is a standard generator fZVk(A, + 2, 
1 
n,,..., 2,). Hence k is proportional to h(p, + 2, p2 ,..., pk; x1 ,..., xk). 
COROLLARY 7.5. The variety 9Bk is defined as a subvariety of2B by the 
Cupelli dentities n k + 2 skew-summetric variables. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.3, the Capelli identities n k + 2 skew-symmetric 
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variables annihilate all G&-modules N,(n) c BJ,(!IB) such that the 
diagram [A] have at least k+ 1 rows. On the other hand, the modules 
N,(I) c BJ,(‘!IB) with [A] having <k rows do not vanish in BJ,(!IB),). 
This gives the desired result. 
COROLLARY 7.6. Let puI = (3, 2k), uz = (2k+1), uj = (2k, 1) and let g,, be 
the polynomiaIs from Lemma 5.4. Then !lB), isdetermined as a subvariety of 
?lBk+ 1by the identities g,,= gPz = g,, = 0. 
The proof is a combination of the proofs of Corollaries 7.4and 7.5 
because BJ,(%BD,+,)/BJ,(‘!&) is a sum of GL,-modules N,,,(1) such that 
the diagrams [A] have exactly k + 1 rows. 
8. OPEN PROBLEMS 
In this ection we give a list of open problems related to the Jordan 
algebras of symmetric bilinear forms. Some of the problems are special 
cases of well-known general questions about algebras with polynomial 
identities and the other are specific for the algebras G and G,. The 
problems can be set both for unitary and for nonunitary algebras. We use 
the notation of the previous sections and assume k > 1. 
8.1. Is the variety %I3 finitely based? Find a basis for the 
polynomial identities of ZB. Do the identities of degree 5 form a basis? 
8.2. Find a basis for the identities of m3, modulo TJ(‘ID) and 
TJ(%B,+,). Does the polynomial gP(xl,..., x,, ), CL= (2k, l), from 
Lemma 5.4 generate TJ(G,) modulo TJ(G,+ i)? It is known that g, = 0, 
p = (2*, l), determines !I& as a subvariety of%& [4]. 
8.3. Does the variety 2B have the Specht property? Inparticular 
does !IB satisfy the descending chain condition for its subvarieties? For 
unitary algebras ‘11), isSpechtian [8] and for algebras without 1a similar 
result is known only for %I& [6]. 
8.4. Let us consider algebras without 1and let U be a proper sub- 
variety of m),. Assume that U satisfies an identity g= 0 of degree n and 
g # 0 for mk. Does there xist an integer p such that U c U,%Bk _1, where 
!IB, is the variety generated by the field K and ?RP is the variety of all 
nilpotent ofclass <p algebras? How p depends on k and n? The answer is 
affirmative fork= 2 and k = 3 and then p depends linearly on n [6]. 
8.5. Can every subvariety of‘?B3, begenerated by a linite-dimen- 
sional algebra? The answer is affirmative fork = 2 in the case of unitary 
algebras [3]. 
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8.6. Are the Hilbert series H&I, t) rational functions for the sub- 
varieties U of 2J.J? This is true for U c 2B), [6]. 
8.7. Does lim,+,(c,(U))‘!M exist for U c !B? Is this limit an 
integer? The answer is affirmative forunitary algebras nd U c ‘?.I& [3]. 
8.8. Prove that ‘%Bk and YB have extremal properties with respect to
c,(U)lIn: f U c ‘%LJk and U # 2B1), then limsup(c,(U))“” < lim(c,,(9B~))“” = 
k + 1; if U c %B and U # 2J.J then limsup(c,(U))“” < lim(c,,(!IB))“” = co. This 
is known for k = 2 and k = 3. 
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